Gain a new level of independence with a mount that moves!

People are on the move and change activities - why should their mounts be static? Mount’n Movers remove limitations caused by static mounts and set you free to do more on your own.

Move it aside easily to transfer, wash, eat or socialize eye-to-eye. Use and position multiple devices by yourself to talk, text, take pics and use your tablet or laptop for fun or work. Mount and move devices from a wheelchair, to a table or floorstand.

Expand your world and your abilities, with a moveable mount.

“The Mount’n Mover has changed my life! It has really increased my independence. I can do much more with a mount I can move!”

~Anthony

Explore the possibilities - at www.mountnmover.com
1-888-724-7002 or 1-612-724-7002 info@blueskydesigns.us
Choose a mount that best fits your needs and abilities!

Manual models are easily operated one-handed
Our movable mount comes in dual-arm, single-arm and simple models, offering a wide range of choices based on your needs.

Motorized Pow!r
The Pow!r models’ rotary joints move with the touch of a switch
Use it to:
- Bring a backpack within reach
- Independently bring a suction or hydration tube to your mouth
- Adjust the tilt angle of an eyegaze system to see for driving

Accessorize to fit your life!
Our attachment release design makes swapping out a device or tray a snap!

Attachment plates for speech generating devices
Multitask!
Combine mounts to secure and position multiple devices at the same time.

Trays for every use!
Mount laptops, iPads, tablets, phones, cameras, eating and reading trays or custom.

Easy Mover (non-locking, adjustable resistance)
Simple Mount (non-locking)
Mount’n Mover (locking)

Pow!r Shoulder
Pow!r Tilt

Shane rotates joystick out of the way with the Pow!r Joint

Use it to:
- Bring a backpack within reach
- Independently bring a suction or hydration tube to your mouth
- Adjust the tilt angle of an eyegaze system to see for driving

Double-decker system!